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Established in 1994, North Coast Tri Club boasts one of the largest
memberships in the triathlon community of WA. 

We are an inclusive, family orientated club that celebrates the
diversity of ability and age in our sport. We offer a number of
coached training sessions, catering for a broad range of athletes.
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Thank you for taking the time to read our Year Book, please
excuse any typos and/or abbreviations. 

We have done our best to provide an accurate record. 

If you can see any discrepancies that need rectifying, please
let us know.
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What a great season 2020/2021 was! Sit back if you will whilst I guide you through a few
highlights. The world is a strange place presently and the year started with lower than normal 
 membership numbers. It’s fair to say that we have been extremely fortunate to be able to live
life relatively unaffected by the pandemic, with minor disruptions. 

We, your committee, were very fortunate to take over the reins of the club in fantastic shape,
despite lower membership numbers. This meant that we could focus on what I believe are the
fundamental values of the club - inclusivity, family oriented and supportive. We were able to
give back to the membership by subsidising the new club jersey and I think we can all agree
that it looks pretty schmicko!

The introduction of Ride Captains to try and add some structure and encourage participation
in club rides was a huge success. In particular Alan Hartley went above and beyond by offering
an element of coordination to the rides, by giving us hints and tips, organising routes and
supporting developing riders. Huge thanks to Alan on behalf of everyone!

The life members were very active this season, both front of house and behind the scenes.
Always offering support and guidance to the committee and continuing to be a massive
resource for the club, sharing their wealth of experience and wisdom, we are extremely lucky
to have them. 

Kicking off with the season opener which looked like it might have been a washout, but
inclement weather didn’t stop attendance from old and new members alike. 

Swiftly onto the Lancelin ride with an awesome member turn out for the most attended
Lancelin ride ever, and a substantial amount of funds raised for charity. The reinstatement of
the overnight stay was a great advance and with one brave soul riding back to Perth the next
day, the weekend was a resounding success.

THE PRESIDENT



The WIT course has always been popular and continues to go from strength to strength so this
year we decided to offer two courses across the season. With the added introduction of a MIT
course, we saw many new faces around the club training sessions and people were kicking
goals left, right and centre! 

The TRYstars and Junior programs had great attendance and plenty of our Juniors made the
WA State Team this year which is something to be very proud of indeed. 

We were delighted to see record numbers attending the Aquathlon series this year. Whilst
encouraging club members to join us at SSLSC after events, for food and a beverage or two, we
made good use of the courtyard to catch up with friends, make new ones and share our Tri
journey stories. 

The Max Greive Run was also well attended, we saw some very fast young athletes crossing the
line to win the 10km and 5km races. 

Our inaugural Twilight Run series had a fair number of attendees but for some they clashed
with plans for early Saturday rides so we’re discussing how to change this up to make them
more inclusive.

Our Friday morning ocean swims had some record attendances, so much so a second coach
was brought in by Andrew Ridley and this worked superbly. 

With two Busso races under our belt we were the talk of ‘tent alley’, with other clubs asking
how we kept so cheerful and who made the playlist. The continued rollout of the new race kit
also showed our strong presence out on course, and we had many positive comments how
good team North Coast looked out there! The post-race event at The Fire Station was a
tremendous success and certainly not to be missed for future races. As always, our coaches
kept us on track and accountable as we worked towards our personal goals. I feel I speak for
all of the membership when I say that we appreciate the work they do and give them heartfelt
thanks, they are the glue that keeps us together! 

With such a busy calendar this year, we have relied on our volunteers to help make the season
a success, to keep us on track and safe. Many thanks to all our volunteers, your hard work and
dedication make me proud. 

Finally to each and every member of our club, on behalf of all Board members and myself,
thank you for coming along this journey with us, for sharing your successes however big or
small,  I’m proud to know you, train alongside you and support you. You are the reason we
won all the club awards from Triathlon WA. 

Let’s do it all again next season, but even better!



As we reflect on the past year three words spring to mind – growth, challenge and excitement. 

We commenced the season in July last year with many goals in place recognising all our members
are an integral part of our club. 

We introduced several initiatives including the Pedal Mafia NCTC jersey subsidy which was hugely
popular and looks awesome out on the road! We also designed and printed NCTC t-shirts and
hoodies with many sizes still available to purchase.

Whilst we battled through the pandemic we continued to overcome adversity and pushed forward
with key races on the calendar always well represented and our colours on display. 

Our highly successful junior program led by Wouter enabled our future stars to run alongside the
senior members providing further learnings.  

To culminate our successful season we were awarded number 1 trophy at the Triathlon WA
awards which is a brilliant reward for all the hard work throughout the year.

 On the numbers at the start of the season we had 173 members registered and to date now have
316 members a huge 80% increase! 

As we now embark on some R&R, we look forward to a bigger and better 2021 / 2022 season. 

MEMBERSHIP



COACHES & 
COORDINATORS

North Coast continues to provide a full calendar of training sessions all year round
for our members. These sessions cater for a wide range of training levels from
beginner through to the seasoned triathlete taking on their next Ironman or Half
Ironman race.

All of our sessions have been well attended all year round, which is a credit to the
level of service provided by our coaches and our volunteers who assist with the
non-coached sessions. On behalf of all NCTC members and the Committee, Thank
You!

Please consult our website for exact session training times, as some activities shift
the start time from winter to summer months.

CYCLING

Cycling sessions are typically non-coached events, leaving from Sorrento Surf Club
on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings. 

The Saturday ride distances do ramp up the distances around the Busselton
Ironman in December and the Half Ironman in May, and there are always shorter
options for members not targeting these races. 

Rides are coordinated by volunteer Ride Captains and Alan Hartley has provided
much guidance to this and route planning. 

We split into A, B, C groups on a Saturday when the attendance is highest, with the
C group including a tail end sweeper.  

We also introduced a coached Saturday ride this year. Coached by Kevin Chua, this
session has been popular with emerging Juniors and new members who have
recently completed their introductory WIT or MIT course



We offer two coached run sessions all year round. Tuesday evening session is
coached by Janine Kay (TWA Coach of the Year!) and Thursday evening session is
coached by Mike Bosch. Both sessions are mixed pace interval run sessions and
cater for both seniors and juniors.  

Most triathlon training programs only require one interval session per week, and
we provide the flexibility to attend two sessions on different days, to suit member
availability.

We also have an uncoached Sunday morning long run coordinated by Rob Hall,
starting from Sorrento Surf Club and heading north or south along the coastal
paths. During the summer months, this run distance progressively ramp up as
Ironman and Half Ironman events approach, and is often followed by an ocean
swim. During the winter, we have taken members into trail running at various
locations around Perth

RUNNING

SWIMMING

We offer two coached swim sessions at Craigie Pool on a Monday and Wednesday
night, coached by Pippa Davis. Sessions have been well attended, even during the
winter months, and the swim sets also build into Ironman and Half Ironman race
days. 

We have also continued the summer Open Water Swim session on a Friday
morning, coached by Andrew Ridley from Sorrento Surf Lifesaving Club. This
session has also been popular for members building up to Ironman and Half
Ironman races and has included tips sighting markers during OWS.



Janine Kaye
TWA Coach of the Year

2021

Andrew Ridley
SSLSC Coach of the Year

2021

Mike Bosch

Kevin Chua

Pippa Davis

Alan Hartley

Wouter 
Timmerman

Sue Scott

Rob Hall Mez Douglas

Cathie Keogh Gemma Jones



ALAN HARTLEY
It will come as no surprise that Alan receives this
prestigious award this year.

As soon as we asked for volunteers to act as Ride
Captains Alan was immediately onboard. Going
above and beyond expectation by instigating route
plans, organising everyone, communicating and
supporting us all along the way. 

The club rides have been so well attended and I’m
sure Alan is the main reason why. His safety
briefings, inclusivity and thoughtfulness are
remarkable. 

Not only this but Alan has been across all things
NCTC, coaching TRYstars, stepping in to cover
sessions when others are away, volunteering and
supporting at every turn. 

Very well deserved. 

Well done and thank you Alan!

CLUB AWARDS

CLUB PERSON OF THE YEAR 
The club person of the year is the member or supporter who has been the most
involved in club activities  – competition and/or in other areas, for the current season.
This person gives of their time generously in the cause of ensuring the smooth running
of events and functions, and has the interests of all members at heart – often at the
expense of their own. 

This person does not have to be a competitive member, or even a member, but as
family of a member and a keen supporter and helper in our activities, they will also
qualify for this prestigious award.



CLUB AWARDS

PRESIDENT AWARD
The recipient of this award is recognised and acknowledged by the Club President.
Awarded to a member who contributes significantly to the club and its activities
by way of their generous background assistance to the organisation of events and
activities.

KATIE RICHARDS
If you haven’t met Katie, where have you
been? 

Our effervescent Welsh songstress is a
joy to behold, her infectious laugh and
bubbly personality shine like a beacon of
light! 

Katie can often be found at training
sessions laughing and joking but more
recently organised an outstanding High
Tea for NCTC (old and new members)
ladies at the Breakwater, raising over
$1100 for Carly Ridleys ongoing
treatment and care. 

Thank you Katie, well done.

Back to top



SENIOR TRIATHLETE OF THE YEAR

MALE: Phil Monks

FEMALE: Aleisha Wesley

CLUB AWARDS

SENIOR ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD

MALE: Travis George

FEMALE: Julia Gobbert

JUNIOR TRIATHLETE OF THE YEAR

MALE: Josh Fletcher

FEMALE: Bridie Crew

JUNIOR ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD

JUNIOR MALE: Will Holden

JUNIOR FEMALE: Asha Pressley

KERRY WATTS ENDURANCE AWARD

Christian Sailer



AQUATHLON SERIES - FEMALE 

Bridie Crew
Asha Pressley
Fiona Longdon

1.
2.
3.

MAX GREIVE - 10KM - MALE

Rahul Jegatheva
Rob Pouw
Blake Kapler

1.
2.
3.

MAX GREIVE - 5KM - MALE

Elliot Roberts
Joshua Fletcher
Will Cramsie

1.
2.
3.

MAX GREIVE - 10KM - FEMALE

Madison Toovey
Katie Richards
Alice Coombs

1.
2.
3.

MAX GREIVE - 5KM - FEMALE

Jessica Claxton
Petra Jerejian
Isabella Martin

1.
2.
3.

CLUB AWARDS

AQUATHLON SERIES - MALE

Tom Smith
Daniel Wedge
Will Cramsie

1.
2.
3.

Pictured is Aquathlon Winners, Female



NORTH COAST TRIATHLON CLUB

North Metro Interclub Series Champion – most points from all North Metro Cubs in
the TWA interclub series

Overall Winner of the Interclub Series – most points across all WA clubs in the TWA
interclub series

Champion Club – most points across all WA clubs in the Triathlete of the Year series

We as a club were fortunate to receive three awards:

TRIATHLON WA AWARDS

Back to top



TRIATHLON WA AWARDS

COACH OF THE YEAR

Janine Kay

JUNIOR TRIATHLETE OF THE YEAR

Will Cramsie 
Birdie Crew

TECHNICAL OFFICALS

Andree Gould – 10 years
Chris Limb – 15 years

SENIOR AWARDS

20 - 24
2nd Haylee Slater
3rd Hamish Turner 

25 - 29
2nd Daniel Heyes
3rd Aishling Waldron

30 - 34
2nd Rachael Dodds

35 - 39
2nd Daniel Wedge

50 - 54
2nd Lisa Hitchcock

55 - 59
1st “Lucky” Phil Monks
3rd Sue Scott

60 - 64
1st Alan Hartley
2nd Robyn Scott
3rd Barry Silverlock

65 - 69
2nd George Funk

70 - 74 
1st Ann Blatchford

JUNIOR AWARDS

12-13
1st Will Cramsie

14-15
1st Bridie Crew
2nd Joshua Fletcher

16-19
2nd Abbie Crew
3rd Daniel Buis

OPEN

3rd Aleisha Wesley



WHAT AN ACHIEVEMENT

Wilson Casado – 10
Di Scott – 10
Loretta Wesley – 10
Bill Whalley – 10
Anna Woodhouse – 10
Robert Lees – 11
Phil Monks – 11
Susan Scott – 11
Kim Vivan – 11
Chris Limb – 12
Norman Black – 13
Paul Heyes – 12
Sue Libbis – 14
David Norton – 14
Robyn Scott – 14
Michael Parrotte – 16
Craig Wright – 16
Mark Hoffman – 17
Barry Silverlock - 19

On Saturday 19 June, Triathlon WA along with a 100 plus of the triathlon community, celebrated
the achievements of athletes over the 20 years at the Busselton Festival of Triathlon. 

Those athletes who had completed 10 or more of the Long Course events in Busselton were
acknowledged by Triathlon WA and their peers. In total 144 athletes of which 19 were NCTCers, 
 reached the achievement of 10 or more finishers at this event over its history. 

BUSSELTON FESTIVAL 
OF TRIATHLON



Having such a successful Trystars program we also needed to deliver for our 12 to 19 year old
juniors.

In the previous season Nicola Richards organised a junior program after a few years of absence
and I had the privilege to coach our juniors. Starting with six dedicated young triathletes we
had loads of fun and regularly returned late from the cycling training because we played
‘cycling footy’ for too long. 

Unfortunately, our 8-week program was cut short due to COVID-19 and we picked it up in our
2019-2020 season with a new 8-week program. Only now our numbers rose from six to
fourteen! Having multiple coaches was a must, to ensure that our weekly swim, bike and run
session would keep running smoothly. Being overwhelmed by the enthusiasm of our juniors
our 8-week junior program transitioned into a continuous training program. 

The weekly Tuesday runs coached by Janine Kay, Wednesdays swims coached by myself and
Saturday rides coached by Kevin Chua. 

It was great to see the number of junior athletes triple over the season, seeing some of them
compete in races and all develop as athletes. 

The best of all is to see everyone have fun on the sessions, so next year we will keep surfing on
the same flow! 

Catering for our 12 - 17 Year Olds

Wouter,  Program Coordinator

JUNIORS

Back to top



TAKA. the Toovinator. We have all enjoyed seeing her development from a young age to now
battling out with WA’s top female triathletes. 

After winning the open senior female award last year, Madi had planned to turn her focus to
race the National series and test herself against the top athletes in her age group at this level.
Unfortunately COVID travel restrictions required these plans to be paused, however she was
able to again focus on competing in the open state category, and also building her swim
stamina to tackle the Rottnest crossing as a duo. 

She raced at a consistently high level in the open females for the whole season, taking out the
Exceed Super sprint series overall win was a big highlight too. She was also selected as a Talent
athlete in the TWA Junior Development Pathway and the School Sport State team, of which she
was named Captain.  With age restrictions preventing her racing in some of the state series
points events, she still managed a very impressive 4th place for the season! 

Will’s rapid development in the sport of triathlon is a testament to both his natural abilities, and
the dedication and consistency he puts into his training. 

After a strong start to the season with auto qualifications into the School Sport State Team with
a 2nd place at Champion lakes, Will stepped up to a more structured training routine, and
dominated the 12-13 year age group since then. 

He won the Exceed super sprint series and Aquathlon and coastal quest races at Mullaloo to be
crowned the winner of the TWA Junior Triathlete of the year 12-13 Males.   

Will’s future is very bright and I am sure all North Coasters are excited to continue to see his
development over the coming years. 

Madison Toovey

MEET SOME OF OUR JUNIORS

Will Cramsie



Bridie is a very quiet and reserved young lady, but has a very high inner drive to perform, plus
an abundance of natural ability to back this up. Bridie’s belief in herself as grown this year on
the back of some exceptional performances against many girls older and more experienced
than her in her age group.  Her commitment and dedication to training is second to none for a
junior athlete, and this allowed her to consistently take one of the top 2 spots on the podium
for all the races she competed in this year. 

These performances saw her achieve a first place in the 14-15 TWA Junior Triathlete of the Year
awards, and be as a TWA Junior Development Pathway athlete and School Sports State team
representative. 

Remember her name as we expect it is one that you will hear in the future at the elite level if
she chooses to remain in this sport.

Bridie Crew

MEET SOME OF OUR JUNIORS

Josh Fletcher
Josh – the man with many pairs of shoes - but most wouldn’t realise this as he runs so fast that
you can’t focus on what he has on his feet! 

Josh’s development as an athlete during the season has again been something that has been
incredibly impressive and very pleasing for those closely involved with him to see. His
consistency and hard work has allowed him to strengthen his performances across all three
legs during the year, which saw some exciting racing with some of WA’s top junior athletes
going head to head for the top podium spot in his age group. 

Josh’s proudest race result saw him take on the longer sprint distance at Mandurah Interclubs,
taking out 1st for the 14-15 Males and finishing 20th Male overall. Josh’s consistent efforts
resulted in him being awarded 2nd place in the TWA Junior Triathlete of the Year Awards, and
being selected as a TWA Junior Development Pathway athlete and for the School Sports State
team.  



The North Coast TRYstars is one of the earliest and most established kids’ triathlon programs
Australia wide. 

Our 8-week TRYstars program kicked off after the spring school holidays under the guidance of
Mez Douglas, Ayesha Scott and myself. Every Friday our youngest ones gave the best of
themselves alternating between pool swimming, open water swimming, cycling, running, and
transition sessions. 

My personal highlights were the races up the Whitfords Nodes stairs trying to take as few steps
as possible, discovering I pronounce the word “three” way too similar to “tree” which did not
help explaining the race course, learning how to correctly dolphin dive (thanks Mez), and seeing
the smiles at the North Coast SunSmart Kids Triathlon. 

Due to the highly successful first program we organised a second TRYstars program after the
summer school holidays coached by Alan Hartley and with the tireless assistance again of
Ayesha.

Our North Coast SunSmart kids Triathlon is held every year (we had 75 attend last year) it is the
opportunity for our TRYstars to put all their hard work into action.

2021 / 2022 Season we will be running two Trystar programs  and have our North Coast
Sunsmart Kids Triathlon. We hope to see you there! 

TRYSTARS

Wouter,  Program Coordinator

Catering for our 7 - 11 Year Olds



EDDY 
RACE DIRECTOR
LIFE MEMBER

For this season we had a six race series from December through to March.  Overall we
had 63 seniors and 4 Juniors participants. 

There were five senior members, Will Cramsie, Bridie Crew, Rahul Jegatheva, Tom Smith
and Daniel Wedge and one Junior, Oscar Johnson, who completed 5 races. 

We had our usual gentle sea breezes along with a couple of South West blows to make
the course even more challenging. As what has been the norm for several seasons
Rahul was the pace setter but he was closely followed by Daniel Buis, with Madison
Toovey and Indie Arbuckle leading the ladies. 

In the Juniors, Oscar Johnson and Luke Williams were the fastest over their races. Many
other participants achieved positive result and improved their times as the season
progressed. 

For those who competed in their very first Aquathlons, congratulations on the
achievement. 

I would like to thank the many volunteers who help with registration, counting
participants from the water and recording finishing times. It is always so encouraging
to see these people giving up their time so others may participate. 

Thank you to BluSmooth Wetsuits, our sponsor for the Aquathlon series and for
generously giving a wetsuit prize. 

To the Sorrento SLSC and their members, your efforts to provide safety for our
participants, is always appreciated. 

AQUATHLON

Back to top



MEN IN TRIATHLON
JOSH
PARTICIPANT OF MIT, 2020
My introduction to NCTC was through the inaugural MIT course, ran by the club’s
resident Belgian and sports science guru Wouter. 

The course was a great transition into the sport of triathlon as well as a great club.
Some of my fondest/funniest memories of NCTC in my short time there included
Boschy running me through his greatest hits reel at a Thursday night intervals sesh,
dying on Gooseberry Hill (or better known as Gooseberry Hell) out in Kalamunda on my
first hills ride, having a sensational race at the Mullaloo Coastal Quest where I
attempted to high-five every NCTC competitor/onlooker I could find, having to feed
Andy Richards toilet paper under a cubical door in Scarborough halfway through a
16km Sunday long run. 

The NCTC club to me is really like a giant family, welcoming, supportive and
competitive with a huge wealth of knowledge through its members. Love this club!



WOMEN IN TRIATHLON

CATHIE
PROGRAM COORDINATOR, 2020 WIT
What a tough year 2020 was for everyone, fortunately we were able to go ahead with
the WIT20 program, with a full house of 24 participants. To pay homage to the year of
2020 the group named themselves the “Ruby Ronas”.

Once again we had a wide range in ages and abilities, but that did not hamper the
camaraderie of this amazing group of ladies. Within the first week they were out there
forming their own training groups and encouraging each other along. Julia out in the
open water with her calm presence was paramount in getting the less confident ladies
to attend the Friday morning OWS sessions, (it took me 2 years to pluck up the courage
to attend). 

It wasn’t long before we saw the true personalities of these super keen ladies shining
through, the two Sarahs turning up with the brand new bikes with tags still attached (I
think they remained there dangling for the entire 8 weeks). The competitiveness
between Megan and Verity, and of course Emma’s bubbly chatter kept us on our toes,
but her support and encouragement was infinite. Each week someone ticked off a
milestone: their first 10km ride or longest run and definitely their longest swim

By the end of the 8 weeks the bond between the ladies, the coaches and myself was a
true friendship, some bonds will remain for a long time I am sure. 

We have been lucky to have so many of the WIT20 group stay on with NCTC and
continue their Tri journey with us.

I was incredibly amazed at how many participated at the May Busso 70.3, we had 3
teams and 2 individual entrants, and a few volunteering, all with incredible
commitment to training and to the club.

This program would not be so successful without the commitment of the 3 incredible
coaches, Sue Scott for the cycle, Mez Douglas for the swim and Pippa Davis for the run. 

I had the easy job, I was often referred to as ‘Mother Duck’, I’m there to give everyone
the encouragement they needed, and I am certainly very proud of my brood. 

The WIT program is an invaluable opportunity for women of all ages, experience and
provides an opportunity to give it a ‘Tri’, and this particular group certainly gave it
100%. Well done ladies and welcome to the world of Triathlons and to NCTC.



WOMEN IN TRIATHLON

TARA
PARTICIPANT, 2020 WIT
My start into the world of Tri at 41 years old, Married with 4 children and very unfit!! 

After being stood down from work after covid hit, there was only so much Netflix and
cleaning the house I could fill the day with, so I started searching for a hobby. This is
when I fell upon an advert the lovely Cathie had placed about an upcoming women in
triathlon (WIT) course. “Could I do this?” I asked myself “Hahaha no way" replied my
insecure self. With no real fitness level I pushed it to the back of my mind until I
stumbled across the same advert again a couple of months later. 

I touched base with Cathie (the coordinator and she put my mind at ease and persuaded
me to join). That was the best decision I made! I had 4 weeks until the beginning of the
course so I made an effort to ‘train for the training’!! That’s how unfit I was! I went into
the course with low expectations of myself. 

I could swim well (a long time ago), I had only ever cycled 10km with the family, and
running….well, I could barely make 500m without collapsing. But my determination to
complete in a Triathlon by the end of the 8weeks was real. I now really wanted to prove
to not only myself but my family that I was capable of this! 3 x commitments a week -
could I manage that with juggling a family (remembering that sport/training was never
really on my radar)? 6am starts on a Saturday morning - REALLY! ??? But I needed not to
worry. 

I loved the opportunity to learn something new and was excited to get to each session.
Each coach was welcoming and supportive. What I didn’t expect was to meet a great
bunch of like minded woman (between the ages of 20 and 60, all of us with very
different levels of fitness). These girls have become lifelong friends now. A lot of us still
train for various goals and all of us meet regularly for coffee or dinner catch ups! 

By the end of the 8 weeks I completed my first Tri (even though I had a little meltdown
about swimming in the ocean - but nobody battered an eyelid and were  all so
supportive). 

My family were so proud of me but more importantly so was I.

I had achieved something I never thought possible. It wasn’t easy and I had to work for it
but it was fun! The club was welcoming and this made me more determined not to let go
of what I had achieved so far.



So I continued training with ‘the girls’. And I’ve since gone on to complete 3 more
Triathlons since - upping the distance each time. 

And in May this year I formed the cycle leg of a team in the Busselton Half Ironman,
cycling 90km (my swimmer and runner were also from the WIT course). 

There is no way I would ever had managed this before the course. My 13 year old
computer obsessed son saw my efforts and actually asked me if he could do a Tri!!
Wow!!! What?! He wants to get up from the couch?? Had I inspired him?? 

So we enrolled him in the junior programme and both he, and my 10year old daughter
competed in their first Tri. My daughter is led by medals and will now happily compete
in a Tri for a new one!!

I’m so happy that I challenged myself and inspired my children. Im currently training
for a half marathon in preparation for one day completing a Half Ironman as an
individual (I have a long way to go with this goal - but the WIT course has taught me to
set targets, commit to them and you will eventually achieve your goal! 

Back to top



WOMEN IN TRIATHLON
LAURICE
PARTICIPANT, 2021 WIT
I am 6 months in to the Triathlon world….. I’d always thought about doing a triathlon as
a bucket list kind of thing but was never confident enough to register, plus never
thought I would be fit enough or have the right gear! 

I heard about a Women In Triathlon (WIT) course with North Coast Tri club. It was 8
training program, with targerted sessions for each race leg (swim, bike, run) from there
the goal was to put it all together and compete in a triathlon. 

I thought what is the worst that could happen I might meet some people and if
anything my fitness will improve. 

Well it’s one of the best decisions I have made! They catered for all fitness levels and I
got to know and train with an amazing bunch of women who I now think of as a little
family.

I showed up each week. I was always ok at swimming could always improve but cycling
and running were my weaker points. I started off on a mountain bike and towards the
end, Dad lent me his Time Trial Bike that hadn’t been ridden in 10 years and that made
a huge difference. 

I remember our first run session, we did a time trial, I could only manage 6 laps and
that was a run/walk and I thought well I can only improve from here. Each week I was
getting stronger. After the 8 weeks of training, and with lots of encouragement from
the trainers and the other WIT girls I was getting ready for my first triathlon. 

The Everywomen Triathlon held at Champion Lakes, I chose the Long Distance which
was 600m swim, 20km bike ride and 5k run. The weather was horrendous, rain, wind
and more rain, however we were told that this was preferred over a 40 degree day! 

The swim was nice, it was surprisingly warm in the water, the bike course was wet,
which meant we had to take it easy on those corners and the run wow what a
transformation from a woman that could barely run 100 metres without stopping to
now being able to run 5kms as part of her first triathlon!

I crossed that finish line and what a buzz! I have now continued on with the North
Coast Tri club and I am enjoying watching my fitness and health improve. I have found
the Club very supportive and everyone is there for the same reason, to improve their
individual goals. Anyone thinking of doing the WIT course, do it! I highly recommend it!
Hope to see you out there one day on the field of dreams. 



TOUR DE LANCELIN

DEB KIRKHAM
EVENT COORDINATOR
At around 100kms of cycling, it used to be an annual test of fitness and endurance for
our members. With a revised safer course - reflecting the inevitable increase in
vehicular traffic - bringing the distance up to 130kms, this was not an event for the
faint hearted - yet come you did, in droves!

Excited, nervous laughter was the predominant sound at the start line – everyone was
raring to go. We broke up into smallish groups with ride leaders and made our way in
discrete groups along Marmion Ave and up to the halfway point for a well earned rest,
a hot cuppa and some freshly baked scones, heavily ‘garnished’ with lashings of jam
and cream!

The second half of the ride was a chance for our faster riders to let loose and fly to the
finish line with the rest of us taking our time and enjoying the beautiful countryside
and rolling hills (mountains?). A slog for some and a genuine test of mental and
physical endurance for others – absolute props to all those who completed this
mammoth event. What an accomplishment!

The weather was kind and so we were able to enjoy the hospitality of the Endeavour
Tavern for a big feed and thirst quenching ales before either heading back to Perth or
to our accommodation for those committed to the time honoured tradition of making a
memorable weekend of it.



TOUR DE LANCELIN

Nicola Richards for her guidance in the weeks leading up to the event, and her
support and assistance on the day including the amazing drone footage.
Peter Hall for his time in providing background to the event, and for selecting such
a worthwhile charity.
Willowbrook Farm for once again being gracious in hosting our midway refuelling
station and keeping us nourished and hydrated with scones, jam and cream and a
steaming hot drink. 

Bike Valet for coming to our rescue with their amazing bike transport system.
The ride leaders for making sure no-one got lost and for tempering their usual
white line fever approach (for the first half of the route) to keep you all together
and safe.
Our cheer squad, medical support team and photographers for making sure no-
one was left behind. Looking at you: Andree Gould, Maria MacNeil, Wilson MacNeil,
Orlando MacNeil, Dylan McDermott, Jaimie Redding, Karl Burns and Tim Marsh
Lancelin Lodge for having us to stay overnight and accommodating our changing
requirements with such good humour and grace.
The Committee - especially Indiana Reid for her promotional efforts, and Ross
Skelton for helping us all look so good on the day.
Our President Kirstine Roberts, and Event Co-ordinator Debra Kirkham for
undertaking a recon of the route in the weeks prior, and for their coordination and
efforts on the day. 
Lastly but not least, to you all for your enthusiastic support of this event, for flexing
with our great kit (you rockstars!), and for ‘knocking the bastard off’ as Sir Edmund
Hillary is quite famously quoted as saying upon his Mt Everest ascent with Tenzing
Norgay.

MVP Award goes to Kirstine Roberts for dragging a fox carcass off the road so you
could sail on by, oblivious to the stomach churning, throat gagging efforts of our
President.
Gnarliest Rider Award (yes, I just made that up) is a slam dunk with Wouter
Timmerman making the trip back by bike on his own the following day. Australians
may be crazy buggers but I think this Belgian may have shown us all up

As with any event, this could not take place without a host of helpers, so our gratitude
is extended to:

Note: Willowbrook have been donating their venue and food to the Club for this
event for many years, so please consider supporting them for any weekend
getaways you are planning.

2020 hosted the largest contingent of cyclists in the Clubs history (around 75 of you
glorious lycra-clad legends) and also the sexiest! With our new Club kit on show, we
certainly looked the business. We did the business too. $1,082 was raised for and
gratefully received by our chosen charity, Cancer Council WA.

Back to top



NEWBIE STORY 

KIRSTY'S STORY
So thought I'd have a go at the whole triathlon thing this year when Luke said he was
keen to do another 70.3 (we both needed a 2021 goal, a distraction from drinking beer
& I knew I'd hardly see him with all the training anyways). 

Wasn’t too worried about the running, open water swimming I was a bit nervous of but
I've always hated cycling & the idea of using cleats terrified me. Everyone kept saying
how great they were, more efficient blah blah blah & that a little fall was just a rite of
passage. I've always been accident prone so of course my first cleat "fail" ended up
with a trip to ED with a fractured elbow. Luke took the blame for this straight away,
which I will always remind him of! 

Think I might have called it quits & sold the bike the next day after that, but we had
already signed up to NCTC, been to a few sessions & met some great people. Everyone
was so friendly & positive, that I stuck with it & kept going to the Sunday long runs with
my arm in a brace & doing the Saturday rides at home in the trainer (boring AF!). 

Then within no time it was my first Tri, Mullaloo Sprint. Was so lucky to have such
perfect conditions & was surprised at how much I actually enjoyed it. Finally
understanding why you all keep doing these races.... and of course I went home &
signed up straight away to the Mullaloo Olympic distance a few weeks later. 

Felt more confident for that race, although was reminded of my clumsiness when I
managed to drop my bike attempting to "run" in cleats through transition ... in front of
a lot of people 😳

And then before I knew it we were heading down to compete in the Busselton 70.3, I
was definitely worried that I wasn’t fit enough, was still struggling with my confidence
on the bike & scared I would "bonk" 5km into the run (& not even knowing what that
really was).

Hardly slept the night before but everyone was buzzing when we got down there in the
morning.

Almost missed my start with Kirstine having to help rebraid my hair to get my swim cap
on (but an excellent distraction from last minute nerves). 

The swim was harder than expected, got a bit disoriented on the second lap, but wasn’t
as hectic in the water as I thought it would be (but maybe that’s because I don’t swim
straight).



Not knowing the bike route at all was probably a good thing as I actually enjoyed the
first lap, taking in the course & looking out for all the North Coasters... second lap
however was not so fun, especially with the wind picking up & wishing I had a slightly
more aero position & had a more comfortable saddle.

Couldn't believe how good I felt when I got off the bike, kept thinking I would hit a wall
but amazingly didn’t. Running past the NCTC tent & everyone along the whole course
was such a massive help to get through it (especially that extra 1km they added on the
end). Was so happy to cross the line & to be still standing & still smiling! And was
dying for a beer with everyone to celebrate! 

Think if we were staying in Perth someone could have got me to sign up to the full
ironman in Dec whilst I was still on the 70.3 high - never would have thought I would
have genuinely enjoyed the race so much & would be wanting to do another... or that I
would actually want a TT bike! 

Loved being part of NCTC & all the amazing support everyone has for one another. We
definitely miss it already but will be back soon enough! 



RACE REPORT 
PADDY
MULLALOO TRIATHLON
I was back home in Ireland for my brother's wedding in June 2019. The following
weekend Ireland hosted its first full Ironman in my home town Youghal Co Cork. 

Unfortunately on the morning of the Ironman the weather was rough (even by Irish
summer weather standards!). The most horrendous storm hit which meant the swim
leg was cancelled. Seeing all the athletes braving it out in the cold wind and rain
inspired me to go back to Perth and have a crack at a triathlon. I went online and
checked the Western Australian triathlon dates and set the Mullaloo Olympic distance
in March 2020 as my goal. Unfortunately with Covid-19 the event was postponed until
the 1st of November.

Race day

Like the morning of Ironman in Cork the weather conditions in Perth were far from
ideal for a triathlon and driving down in the car I was pretty sure the swim would be
cancelled… but it wasn’t. 

I went into the transition area and racked up my bike, I was so nervous at this stage
that I just walked out to the North Coast tent and took no notice of what rack number
my bike was on or a land mark close by to help me with my transitions. School boy
error! 

The time came, I put on my wetsuit and headed down to the beach. For someone that
isn’t the most confident ocean swimmer it was not a pretty sight watching some of the
sprint swimmers getting knocked back onto the beach as the exited the water.

It wasn't long before my age group got called up to the start and I was in the water for
possibly the hardest 35min, I have ever put down in any sport! For me the swimming
conditions were so bad I could only manage to do the breaststroke for the majority of
it. 

The halfway point when I got out of the water, I thought about giving up, but I noticed
that most of the lads I had started with were on the beach and were gathering
themselves and catching their breath. 

Then everyone slowly got back into the water to slog out the second lap. Twenty
challenging minutes later I was running like a headless chicken in the transition area
going from rack to rack looking for my bike. I eventually found it and once I started
cycling and got rid of all the nerves and adrenalin I really started to enjoy myself, even
with the heavy rain.



I  managed to finish the bike leg in 1hr 10min. T2 went slightly better than T1 and I was
happy with my run because my goal was to keep it under 50 minutes and I managed 48
min 23sec and finished with an overall time 02:25:08. 

I was definitely happy with that time. 

A week later I did the Tour de Lancelin with the club and that was a very enjoyable day.
It helped me to get to know a lot of the North Coast members and from then on I
started to get down to more club training sessions and began swimming with Fat
Chicks, this really helped my ocean swimming confidence

As a first year member of North Coast I'm delighted that I joined the club.. 

The club has helped me to go on to have a day to remember in Busselton competing in
the 70.3, something that I never imagined that I would do. 

I have signed up to do the Busselton 70.3 in December and hopefully the international
borders open up. You never know I may have a crack at Ironman Cork (just need to find
a wedding to attend and it’s all gone full circle!).

Back to top



RACE REPORT 

ALEX & TOM
20 / 20 / 20 - EXTREME TRIATHLON –
FEBRUARY 2021
Not fully understanding what we were signing up for, Tom Gilbert and I accepted the
challenge of the 20/20/20 extreme triathlon. 

This entailed a 20km solo Rottnest channel swim, a 20km cycle to the other side of the
island and back, and a 20km run. The logistics around the event proved to be more
taxing then the training itself sometimes, and Tom very early engaged several of the
NCTC members to assist. From the onset, the help and input from them ensured we
had a fighting chance of achieving our goal. 

Understanding the training mix proved difficult as we hadn’t undertaken something of
this nature before. The swim leg was always going to be the bulk of the training load,
but we had no idea how we might be feeling after the swim to complete the last two
legs. 

Nevertheless, we did what we thought was enough, and set off at 05:50am on 21 Feb
2021.

The swim conditions on the day were OK, not perfect, but could’ve been worse (which
proved to be the case later in the day for a few swimmers). Nutrition during the swim
was always going to set the tone for the day, and we stuck to a very regimented
feeding plan throughout the swim. Rob Chapman, as boat skipper kept us on a straight
line, Fiona Hampton ably assisted with the nutrition preparation, and paddlers Andree
Gould and Paul Pree kept us fed, hydrated and motivated. 

6hrs 35 minutes later we reached Rotto and contemplated the last two legs. We weren’t
feeling to bad and after a shower and a 30-minute T1, managed expertly by Deb
Kirkham, Tom and I set of on a ‘leisurely’ 20km bike leg, ably supported by Stuart King
and Alan Hartley. 

This was more about finding our land legs again and getting ready for the run



Having completed the ride and after receiving a few targeted massages from Mark
Washington (on-course physio!) we set off with a tribe of runners to complete the final
20km run leg, led by Rob Hall and Mike (Boshie) Bosch. 

I think that at some stage we had the whole support team running or riding with either
Tom or myself – carrying drinks and keeping us moving. Two laps of a 10km course
seemed to break the run up nicely, and after some additional on-course massaging, we
finished at around 4:30pm in the afternoon – a long day but made all the more
enjoyable having completed it with a great support crew from NCTC!

A huge thank you to all our support team for helping with training, logistics to and
from the island and of course the constant motivation. 

A big thanks also to the wider NCTC community for the support and encouragement
throughout the day.

PS. If any crazy NCTCers are thinking of attempting this event next year or in the
future, Tom & I say: ABSOLUTELY GO FOR IT. It is a day you will never forget. 

Back to top



RACE REPORT 
CRAIG
IRONMAN CAIRNS
Flying out to Cairns 10 days before the race and the beginning of the taper, I was super
happy and confident with the training and work I had put in, however the morning
before the race I started having major anxiety and doubts. 

“Have I messed up the taper?” “Should I have been coached?” "Should I have run a
marathon 2 weeks ago?” “Did I peak too early?” to name just a few, but to summarise, if
it was negative, there’s a good chance I was thinking it. 

I had never been this nervous for a race but at the same time I had never trained so
hard and dedicated, so I was hoping my nerves were due to the extra pressure I put on
myself. I headed out for a 20-minute run with two 1K race pace efforts and felt terrible,
tired, heart rate too high, which only increased the anxiety and self-doubts. 

Race Day
The day started with an Ironman PB…. 5.5 hours sleep. 9.30-3AM Yay!! Whilst my alarm
was set to 5.25AM, I was wide awake at 3AM and even though 5.5 hours is not ideal, it’s
still two more hours than the last two full distances.

I had a bit of breakfast and headed off with the head torch, to transition. After sorting
out the bike I had over an hour until my start time I so sat myself on my own, on the
beach watching the 70.3 racers in the distance. Whilst I was still nervous, I started to
think more positively and had a few chuckles to myself about my negative thoughts the
day before. “Even if they are true Craigy boy it’s too late to change anything, and you
won’t know until you race so just get out there and get it done”

Swim 
A windy day in Cairns ticks all the boxes for strong swimmers and it’s no secret Craigy’s
no, Michael Phelps, so let’s just say I made it through. I was getting tossed around
everywhere and to be honest I couldn’t enjoy it.

Once I exited the water it was a pleasant surprise to see 1:05 on my watch, however I did
have the swim a bit short, a few 100 metres shy of the 3.8KM distance. 

Swim race plan – don’t drown/ go hard but not too hard/ get on feet if you can.

Swim actual – didn’t drown/ had no choice but go hard / didn’t find any feet. 
Official time 1:05:51.



Bike
As soon as I started the bike, I noticed my heart rate was well above my heart rate cap
to maintain my planned race watts. I had done plenty of testing, even in Cairns so I was
confused why there was such a variance. As always at the beginning of the bike you
just want to push hard but a private message from Phil Monks the day before echoed
in my ear…… respect the distance. I decided to listen to the wise words and instead
switched to biking to heart rate using watts more as a reference.

Once I hit the 100K mark, I knew I had made the right decision as I could feel everyone
around me starting to struggle and fade, whilst I was feeling strong and consistent. 

The negative energy of those around me strangely fuelled my own energy and
confidence. 

When I checked my watch at the 120K mark I was quite happy with the bike time so far
and the idea of going below the “magic 10 hours” first came into my mind. I was aware
that the last 60K heading south would be the slowest due to the strong headwind but
thought if I could finish the bike around 6:30 total time then I should be in with a shot.

Bike race plan – 185Watts heart rate cap 150. 
Bike actual – 167Watts NP172 average heart rate 149. 
Official Bike time 5:25:08. 
Overall race time 6:38:22

Run
I started the run and checked my overall time of 6:38:22, a bit slower than I had hoped
and would need to run a 3:21:38 marathon (4.48 pace) for the “magic 10” and a 12-
minute marathon PB, but I was still hopeful, as my running has improved since the last
two full distances.

At the 15K mark I was ticking over comfortably hard at around 4.25 pace and felt
confident I could pull it off. I told myself just enjoy it Craig and embrace the moment as
you know from the last two Ironman’s that it all goes south at the dreaded 28K mark. I
passed Katie who asked how I was feeling, and I replied smiling “I feel like running
myself to a sub 10”. 

This approach all changed once my watch alerted me to 21K and run time 1:31. I
thought to myself, “wow! That’s a good ½ marathon, if I can negative split this second
half I would be sub 3 hours” I laughed and said, “This is crazy but I’m going for it, even
if I blow up and have to walk and shuffle to the end I may still have created enough
buffer to get under the “magic 10".

I have never been at the pointy end of the age group racing people for podiums so this
new pressure I put on myself of beating a time instead would be the closest scenario
yet. I’m pretty sure adrenaline was the only thing pushing me forwards (as well as
facing the embarrassment if I had blown up).



I talk to myself a lot in the 3rd person
Pre-race nerves and anxiety is normal and could be a good thing
I’m terrible at Mathematics when I’m racing
Feeling bad on a run the day before a race is OK 

The next time Katie asked me how I was feeling my reply in a few short breaths was, “I
feel like running my way to a sub 3” (smartarse) 

I managed to run the second half of the marathon in 1:26:10, which ended up being my
third fastest ½ marathon of all time. I had absolutely no idea of the overall time until I
reached the ironman carpet. When I glanced up at 9:35:30, I was blown away and super,
super happy. 

Once I finished, I headed straight over to Katie and cried for around a minute. She tried
to video the moment, but I asked her not too. I probably should have let her it would
have been funny! 

Until next time Cairns, I’m pretty sure I’ll be back at some point. 

Run race plan – 4.30 – 4.40 pace no heart rate cap, just go off feel. 
Run actual – 4.13 pace. 
Official time 2:57:30.
Total race time 9:35:30.

 Lessons learned

Back to top



RACE REPORT 
TRAVIS
PARTICIPANT, MANDURAH STATE
INTERCLUBS
The alarm went off at 4.30am, but to be honest, I had trouble sleeping anyway. Turn
the coffee machine on (long black, don't think I could have stomached anything with
milk in it). Note to self - next year, find accommodation and spend the night in
Mandurah. 

The van was packed the night before (big chance I was going to forget my shoes if I
packed on the day) so a quick shower, make another coffee for the trip (how's the
stomach? Another long black then) and we were on our way to Mandurah for the State
Interclubs. 

How did I get her? Well, at 4.30am I was asking myself the same question. I found NCTC
while looking for a midweek ride, ended up joining the MIT course, and well this was
going to be my first triathlon. No enticer Tri here.

Arrived at the course and saw a work colleague, a member of XTR who told me to just
have fun, FUN!!! Lets just try not to drown eh.. I made my way to registration, checked
in, got a bright pink swim cap, and had someone write a number on my arm and calf. 

Getting real now, no turning back. Took my bike to transition, tried to remember what
they told me at my TRIWA seminar about transition set up (put it near a tap so I could
find it), I had the first of a few nervous wee's and then I went looking for the North
Coast tent. 

The vibe at the tent was electric, you could feel the energy. I kid you not, everyone was
super encouraging and in great moods. 

Another nervous wee, race briefing, good luck kiss from my wife Fi and down to the
beach. 

The conditions were unreal. Slightly overcast and the ocean was like a sheet of glass. I
took refuge near Jez Evans (a fellow pink cap wearer), who kept the "have fun" theme
going (Bloody hell Jez, I could be about to drown mate). My mouth was dry from the
Kwells (I was getting seasick swimming in the Craigie pool, and I wasn't taking any
chances) and which buoys to swim around was becoming clearer. I'm sure if I went the
wrong way, someone would point me in the right direction. 

Waded in, the start bell/hooter went off and it was on. 



The swim - After spending a heap of time worrying about how I was going to get my
wetsuit off, it was a no wetsuit swim. Another note to self - Don't waste valuable energy
worrying about the wetsuit. I counted to 5, allowed the craziness go first and then I
dived in. The water temperature was quite pleasant. I managed to keep pretty much on
course and came out of the water feeling good. I didn't drown so I was in bonus
territory now. Swim time 15 minutes and 17 seconds. To be honest, I was rapt with my
swim.

The bike - I put my flash new tri shoes on without socks (something I thought I would
never do) and jogged to the mount line. Watched the guy in front of me struggle to get
his feet into his shoes which were attached to his pedals (remember him he gets
another mention) and instantly I felt glad I chose not to wear cleats. Felt pretty good on
the bike. After consulting the oracle Alan Hartley beforehand, I decided to go with my
roadie on the day. A sound choice given the nature of the course being hilly with a few
sharp turns. Coming from a time trialling background, finding the right cadence, and
saving energy for the run was a challenge and something that will require work in the
future. It was great seeing so many NCTC kits on the road. 

Coming into transition, I was held up by the same dude on his bike trying to take his
feet out of shoes while still attached to the pedals. 

A solid if not spectacular ride, 39 minutes, 38 seconds. 

The run - 5 clicks to go, with Mike Bosch in my ear " keep your form". I felt good and
was thankful for the runs off the bikes and the park runs I had been doing after the
club rides on a Saturday. The support and encouragement on the course as I shuffled
by and on the run from the NCTC crew as they passed really lifted me. The last
kilometre was full on. I had imagined increasing my speed and smashing the end of the
run but right now I just want to finish. Then there it was, the finishing arch. I was going
to do it. Stoked with my run time of 30 minutes 45 seconds.

The feeling as I crossed the line was one of euphoria and I could not take the smile of
my face. This lasted a few days. I had finished my first triathlon and in a solid time. I
was hooked. I am triathlete. I also had a new respect for the long course triathletes and
immediately set my goal for an Olympic distance tri next (someone told me I would do
that). I even got interviewed by the announcer when I finished (I'd like to thank my
Wife, my kids, my cats).

As thrilled as I was with my race and my time, the real highlight for me was the support
and encouragement from NCTC. No ego's, everyone from ironman finishers to short
course athletes were genuinely happy for me for finishing my first tri. Also, what is this
Busso thing that everyone said I should do now that I am a triathlete? 

Lunch at the Miami bakehouse with my lovely wife and home for a nap. An awesome
day. 

I came to NCTC looking for a Thursday ride and found a community instead. Bring on
the Interclub next year (after staying the night this time). 



ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Thank you, Focused Ninja Photography for taking photos of us throughout the
season!

Thank you to all those who contributed to our 2020 / 2021 Year Book. 

SPONSORS 

1 0 %  O F F  T H E  R U N N I N G  C E N T R E

1 0 %  I N F I N I T  N U T R I T I O N

1 0 %  O F F  F I S K I

1 5 %  O F F  P E D A L  M A F I A

STAY CONNECTED

Remember to keep up to date with us! 
& Tag us in your social media :)

W W W . N O R T H C O A S T T R I C L U B . O R G . A U

/ N O R T H C O A S T T R I C L U B /

N O R T H C O A S T T R I

I N F O @ N O R T H C O A S T T R I C L U B . O R G . A U

B L U S M O O T H  W E T S U I T S
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